
Material Handler 

 

General Statement of Duties: Operation of fork truck and Combi Lift. Responsibilities range 

from loading/unloading materials onto/off machines and trucks. Cycle counting and pulling 

orders. Ensure proper bin location of materials in warehouse and in SAP. 

Examples of Essential Duties: A typical day consists of the following tasks. Ensures that the 

equipment is in a safe operating condition. Review the computerized work list for the 

equipment, must be able to locate available material. Utilizes fork truck and Combi lift to 

load/unload material and move bundles of tubing throughout warehouse. Ensures scrap 

hoppers are emptied throughout facility during assigned shift. Is responsible to build and stage 

boxes during shift. Material Handlers may be required to “fill-in” for other positions when there 

is a need. Use of FIFO inventory management to ensure oldest material is used first. 

Housekeeping and preventative maintenance duties are required daily. Following of all safety 

policies and procedures required. Pick loads for shipment. Use SAP to assign inventory batches 

to an order. Receive material in SAP and complete receiving paperwork. Measure material as 

identified on purchase order to validate the material meets specifications for the order. Verify 

material certification matches the order requirements. Work as a machine operator as needed 

which may include the following. Review the computerized work list for the equipment, locate 

the available material and prioritizes the orders to be processes Load/unload various machines 

to include conveyors. Perform any necessary set-up during shift. 

Performance Requirements: 

 Knowledge, skills and abilities: Ability to deal with stress and get along with co-workers 

and supervisors. Ability to read and speak English is required. Mathematical skills 

equivalent to high school level required. Must be able to communicate effectively with 

supervisors and co-workers. Regular attendance at work and punctuality are essential 

job functions. 

 Education: High School education or equivalent is preferred. 

 Experience: Previous manufacturing experience preferred. 

 Equipment: After powered industrial truck certification, must be able to operate a 

variety of industrial equipment safety and efficiently. 

Hours: 10:30 am – 7:00 pm, Monday through Friday. Hours of work dependent upon shift 

assignment. Shift schedule is subject to change as needed. 

 

Please send your resume to Lauren Rizzo at laurenr@pjtube.com for consideration.   
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